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11. The journal is surveyed by leading abstract services and databases: Chemical Abstracts, Chemical Titles, Current Contents, Web of Science and others.
Supplementary: Format for papers reporting crystal structures

Due to growing number of crystal structures and increasing role of electronic resources, we introduce these special rules for papers reporting crystal structures.

1. Crystal data on each structure containing organic carbon should be deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC) to the following electronic address: deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk. Instructions can be found on the website www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk. Structural data are freely available from the Cambridge database upon request through the web page www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif.

The deposition number(s) and the web address should be mentioned in the manuscript. Typically, the following phrase will appear in the Experimental section: "CIF file containing complete information on the studied structure was deposited with CCDC, deposition number 626122, and is freely available upon request from the following web site: www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif". When crystal structure data are listed in a Table in the manuscript, the deposition number(s) should be included in the Table (for each reported structure).

2. CIF files of the studied structures should be submitted to the Editorial Office together with the manuscript for the purposes of reviewing. The files may be created using the program enCIFer which is freely available from the web page http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/products/encifer/index.html. Prior to the submission, each file should be checked for the absence of "warnings of types A, B and C" using the program checkCIF which is available from http://journals.iucr.org/services/cif/checking/checkfull.html. The referees can check the presented CIF file and suggest returning the whole manuscript back to the authors for revision if the program still generates warnings of type A. Warnings of types B and C require clarifying comments in the manuscript.

3. Tables of atomic coordinates of structures deposited with CCDC may be placed in the paper only if they are not longer than one page and necessary for discussion. Full Tables of interatomic distances and valent angles may be included in the paper only in exceptional cases and only if they do not exceed, in total, one page. Only most important for discussion bond lengths and angles are recommended to be included in form of a short Table, in the text or in Figure captions. Instead of a long list of same-type bonds and angles, only ranges showing the variation of the values, or the corresponding average values, should be given.

4. Complete crystal structure data should be reported for inorganic structures studied.

5. In the Experimental section, basic crystal structure parameters (structural/refined stoichiometry; molecular mass; crystal system; space group; unit cell parameters; the number of formula units per unit cell; calculated density) and essential parameters of the XRD experiment (experimental temperature; size, color and shape of the crystal(s); the number of total measured and unique utilized reflections; \( R \)-value(s) for equivalent reflections; the number of refined parameters; the final value(s) and type of \( R \)-factor; goodness of fit; residual extrema; absorption coefficient for structures with heavy atoms; absolute structure parameter for chiral crystals) should be listed in a Table or in the text. The Experimental section should also report on how the crystals were selected, type of instrument and radiation, theta-range, if and how absorption correction was applied, as well as any non-standard details of the experiment. Then the methods and programs used in the structure solution and refinement should be mentioned including the description on how positional and thermal parameters of hydrogen atoms were refined, if constraints/restraints were applied (for example, for disordered fragments), if the rigid-body model was applied and if any non-standard methods were used in the course of solution/refinement.

The results of a powder XRD experiment should comprise crystal structure data (unit cell parameters, atom coordinates, site occupation factors, basic interatomic distances, quantitative ratio of available phases in the studied sample, etc.) and should be supported by independently obtained data on the chemical composition of the sample.

6. When a paper reports one crystal structure only, it will be presented as "Short communication" and should fit, with all Tables and Figures, in no more than three journal pages. When a paper reports additional data or more than one crystal structure, and assigned by the Editors to "Short Communications", it should fit in no more than four pages.